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Thanks to God I'm in Arnhem the Netherlands! :)
Author : admin
I had 3 days trip with bus with my girl classmate (Ina). We traveled using the union-ivkoni bus lines. As a
wholebeing on the road with bus for 3 days in order to reach some destination is pretty killing. We started
the historicaltravel from Kavarna to Sofia and then at 2 o'clock we catched the bus Sofia -> Utrecht.
There was big delays in the Serbianand the Hungarian borders. On all the other boarders we and our
luggage weren't checked. We had a bunch of stops on a oil stations.And I have to note everything in the
oil stations in europe is pretty expensive. For example one sanwdich costs somwehere aroundalmost
4EU!. I and Ina came at Utrecht at around 6 o'clock and went to the Utrecht's train station where we took
two tickets to Arnhem.At 7 we were at Arnhem and went to the bus station. Originally we expected that
there are gonna be welcoming students there and HAN university buses traveling from there to Vivare
and the other accommodation places, unfortunately this was not the case. We were absolutely alone at an
unknown country again I prayed to God in Jesus name to help me find a way to fix this mess. I went to
search for Mobile SIM card, at the end after 20 minutes of walk I asked a police officer near the train
station and he told me about a bookstore where I can find mobile SIM cards. I took two of them one for
Ina and one for me. I took the T-Mobile mobile. I heard that the prices of conversations between the
Bulgarian GSM operator Globul and T-Mobile are cheaper so I decided to give it a try. We called Koko
(A College Colleague, who is gonna study HRQM just like me and is going to continue as a 3rd year
student in Arnhem Business School, he came instantly in 20 minutes or so with another Bulgarian guy
who already studied a year in Arnhem (Drago). Drago didn't helped much with the traveling bags. But
Kaloyan helped a lot. Today I feel the grace of God so real. I pray that he keep me and guide me in the
same way in the future too. Another thing to note is that the living room that Vivare selected for me or
should I say God make it be for me is just perfect. It has a toilet (!big plus!, a terrace, Ð°sink, a nice bed,
A Buro, a lamp and a chair. The room number is with ID K. 111. I think 111 stays for the Holy Trinity
(The Father, The Son and The Holy Spirit) to Whom is and be the Glory the worship and power now and
Forever and Ever, Amen!) I forgot to mention that I blocked my mobile telephone while trying to make
the T-mobile SIM card work with my Motorola C115, luckily God has thought for this too. It seems Koko
has one Mobile apartus he didn't need right now so he gave it on a good will to me. Again what I can say
Our Lord is an awesome God. Now I'm pretty tired and I'm going to bed. I have to mention Arnhem is
excitingly charmful city and I really like it, also I'm impressed by the Dutch guys with which I had any
work until now.Well for final I can only say: " I screamed to the Lord and he heard my prayer and
delivered me from evil"! Glory to you Lord of Hosts! Amen !END-----
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